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Field Search - News
As of the last meeting, we cleared one new hurdle. The Fire company has given us permission to
drive over the edge of their property (to get past the ditch). So, this now gets us closer to the field,
but since the fire company has a septic tank, we can’t make it all the way back. So, next up is a
visit from Tom (the land owner) to Hebler’s to see if we can come up with an agreement to use a
small portion of Hebler’s property. Keep checking the website for future updates.


Who wants to fly at Day Rd?
I DO!
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Day Road is a county owned and maintained RC flying field. It comes with 8 flight prep tables, a
shelter, a porta-potty, and plenty of parking. The flying fields are maintained by the county so the
grass might be a challenge for small wheeled aircraft but the flyover area is fantastic. The field is
laid out in an “L” shaped so basically you can take off in any direction. Several members of our
club have flown there and have found that even if it’s a little longer drive it is a GREAT place to
fly. As we share this field with another club I was a little skeptical of our acceptance. That
concern turned out to be a non-issue as we have been accepted as fellow flyers. The plus side is
it’s a great place to fly. The layout and facilities are excellent, and the nasty cross wind that we
were used to is gone. You can take off and land in almost any direction, as long as you keep your
aircraft over the field. The only downside is it’s a little longer to drive, about 8 miles from our
former field. The little difference in driving time is greatly diminished by the quality of the field,
the facilities and our new friends.
I was skeptic about going there to fly; now I really enjoy flying there. Try it and I think you will
see it’s worth the trip.
Brian


